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INTRODUCTION
Our main discussion will be the weaponization of music. Pretty much anything can be weaponized because the physical dimension
where we presently live exists in duality. The other dimensions or density zones in the so called "lower worlds" also exist in
duality. Actually, it is duality which makes it possible for these places to exist at all. There is no duality in the Spiritual worlds,
however there is also no matter or time because duality is necessary for these things to exist. Matter is not actually real because it is
constantly changing. However, sound (which includes music) is universal. Psychics say everything is vibrations. They are right.
Actually, if you could change your vibratory frequency, you would not be here anymore. You would be "somewhere else". In other
cultures - on other planets - where the inhabitants are much more advanced, they know how to do this. We can't leave this planet
and move about in space without protection, however, if you knew how to change your vibratory frequency so that you were "out of
phase" with this dimension, you could move to another place (planet) without the need to protect yourself from traveling through
"empty" space because you would out of phase and so unaffected. Unfortunately, Earth "humans" are unlikely to ever evolve to the
point where they could do this - however many beings from "elsewhere" can.
Basically, weaponization of music means deliberately changing the frequency of notes (vibrations) so that they no longer match the
natural order of the Universe. People have always been able to make sounds. So, music is nothing new. However, the
weaponization part is. For once, we cannot blame this on the United States. The most likely culprit is the group generally referred
to as "The Priestcraft". Conventional religious organizations have no desire to help you Spiritually advance. That is the last thing
they want because, if you did, you would realize the truth about them and other things and you would leave them. They want to
hold you prisoner here. Essentially, they are actually black magicians with various levels of skills.
MUSICAL "NEWSPEAK"

We assume that everyone is familiar with George Orwell's classic, "1984". A key principle of the totalitarian world he describes
was "newspeak". Essentially, newspeak consisted of altering the language by removing words and adding new words in such a way
as to make it impossible to conceptualize anything that the government thought objectionable. This process eliminated the concepts
of creative thinking and analytical thinking so that the only possible thoughts you could have were those the government wanted you
to have. If you managed to somehow avoid this indoctrination and learned to think freely, then you were guilty of "Thought Crime"
and the "thought police" would take you to be tortured until your "defective memory" was "corrected".
We have not reached this point yet, however we are inching closer with the concept of "political correctness". Some countries,
specifically China, are much farther ahead in enforcing "correct thinking" with their "social credit score" system which rewards
"correct" thinking and punishes "incorrect thinning". Your "score" determines what you are or are not allowed to do like go to
school, travel, get a good job or even buy food.
Musical Newspeak is essentially the same idea as Orwell's written newspeak. It consists of altering the frequency of musical notes
so that they do not harmonize with nature or simply removing some notes (frequencies) altogether. The affected frequencies are
those which stimulate Spiritual development. The classic songs people sing in churches are constructed to deliberately inhibit
Spiritual development. Some belief systems - the Catholics, for example - specify specific notes that are "forbidden". They are
forbidden because they stimulate Spiritual advancement. All mainstream religions are satanic and want to hold you her forever incarnation after incarnation - endlessly. They never intend to let you go. This is classic black magick and these are the sort of
things that black magicians do. As for themselves, they can never enter the true Spiritual worlds because, once they chose the "left
hand path", access was automatically blocked.
On the chance that you understand the nature of this brainwashing and you would like to free yourself and escape, you should know
that you can only accomplish this while you are physically alive. Once you die and find yourself in what your religion calls
"heaven" - which is actually a place they created in a section of one of the Astral planes commonly known as the "belief system
territories" - there is no chance of escape and you will be eventually forced to reincarnate back here on Earth - generally as a child in
some family which practices the same belief system. So, if escape has occurred to you, you must do it now before you "die".

DEVIATIONS FROM NATURE
To begin explaining this concept, let's consider the frequency of the note "a" [1] [6]. Today, music students are taught that the
frequency of "a" is 440 Hz. It is a nice round number however it is not in sync with nature. Music, or more specific, frequencies are
universal. Wherever you go in the Universe - whoever you may meet - they will relate to music. Also, there are universal constants
which determine what "natural" music frequencies should be. All advanced life would know this. These concepts are part of what
we call "sacred geometry". Now, the natural frequency of the note "a" is 432 Hz. It is not 400 Hz. The agreement to create a
"standard" which was not in sync with nature was made in the 1920's and people who study music today are taught the new
"artificial" standard and may never find out about the "natural" standard.
The great masters such as Bach and Beethoven wrote real music using the natural frequencies. This may explain why their music
has endured throughout the ages.
So, what difference does it make? Why should you care if science decides to change real music into "newspeak music". Real music
is "in tune" with the Universe and is Spiritually uplifting. The redesigned music in use today has no Spiritual merit because the
frequencies of the notes have been slightly altered from the natural frequencies they should be. You may not notice the difference
but your Soul does and to constantly listen to this stuff will interfere with your Spiritual progress. Since science is essentially
"scientific atheism" and scientists believe they are "gods" (because of their super intelligence) and so can do anything they please,
musical newspeak means nothing to them. However, for those of you who understand esoteric truth, these things should concern
you because they directly affect your future existence beyond this dimension.
CATHOLIC EXAMPLES
We know a good bit about the inner workings of the Catholic Church because of all the scandals they have had which have been
documented in the news. So, they seem like a good place to start. The Catholic Church is extremely wealthy - pays no taxes - and
is the largest private land owner in the world. They reportedly created the Masonic Order and designed their rituals. They also

directly manage the Illuninati because the initiation for new members takes place at the Vatican at the age of twelve. The group
recruits from existing families who bring their kids for initiation at the appropriate time.
We know they forbid certain notes in their "approved" music, so let's look at what they permit and what they do not permit.
This is the church approved musical scale: [L1]

And, this is the real musical scale (not church approved): [L1]

What the church has done is to change the natural frequencies of some notes and completely delete others. The affected notes are
the ones which are known to be beneficial for Spiritual development. It would seem strange that the church would do this until you
realize that the Catholic Church as well as all other mainstream churches are Satanic. They don't want people to Spiritually
develop. They want to keep people "earthbound". The classic hymns sung in churches across America and elsewhere are designed
to "bring you down" and prevent Spiritual advancement. If you go to church and sing these songs every week (or listen to them
elsewhere), you are causing yourself serious psychic and Spiritual damage which will pretty much guarantee that there will be no
legitimate Heaven in your future unless you some how wake up to what is really going on and change before it is too late.

Here is an example of church banned music [2].
And here is an example of how music can be modified [4]

UNDERSTANDING CHURCH MOTIVATIONS
Churches are Earth based industries. They do essentially no work to obtain money. They get money by scaring people into giving it
to them. It would not be a sustainable economic model if churches actually told people the truth and helped them ascend because
they would leave this place and so decrease the quantity of people (members, devotees, whatever) who they were available to
exploit.
This, incidentally, is why Jesus totally terrified them when he told his followers that the path to Heaven was "within themselves"
and "nowhere outside" and that they did not need churches and such because no one "outside" could give them spiritual
enlightenment - they must do it for themselves and, although he could "point the way", the actual effort must be made by the
individual.
Of course, this knowledge would put churches out of business which is why they spent about three hundred years using "crusades"
and other methods in an effort to totally eliminate His message.
You will get a better understanding of what churches are really doing - especially to your kids - if you watch this video by Ted
Gundrson, a retired FBI Special Agent who actually sought the truth [3]

OTHER MODIFICATIONS
We having been discussing changing natural music to some kind of "newspeak music". However, scientists are not content to stop
there. They don't like nature. For some reason, they feel nature is "out to get them" and so they want to control nature so nature
obeys their orders. Strangely, all other life forms on this planet live in harmony with nature. Only the so called Homo Sapien
Sapiens seem to have a problem with nature. Now that they understand the genetic code, they want to modify everything they can
to suit their desires - even people.
Why would they want to do this. Why not just live in harmony with nature like everything else does. Could it be, perhaps, that
proposals made by Zecharia Sitchin [5] are actually correct. If reading his work seems a bit too bothersome, check out the Christian
Bible because it says the same thing. There were two groups in the beginning, the "Sons of God" and the "Daughters of Men".
Anything with a Soul is a "Son of God", however the "Daughters of Men" - which are the Homo Sapien Sapiens are not Sons of
God. They are what the Sons of God manufactured. Manufactured life forms cannot have Souls because only God can create a
Soul. So, where are the Sons of God. Well, they went home and left you here. So, since all the other life forms on this planet have
Souls and so live in harmony with nature, this might give you a hint as to why you have this aversion to nature. You should not be
here.
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